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Abstract

When assuring performance, small performance differences at code level are difficult to measure at application level. Current approaches aimed at performance assurance are capable of identifying hotspots and major performance bugs. Apart from their inability to detect small regressions, they require manual effort for specification and execution. In this paper, we present the vision of continuously assuring performance by using functional unit tests. Utilizing small tests allows developers to detect small performance differences. Additionally, they do not have to define workloads manually if they use functional unit tests, since these are present in most projects. To achieve this, we propose integrating performance measurements in the continuous integration (CI) process, accelerating root cause analysis and creating parallel tests capable of identifying regressions that arise with parallel use.

1 Introduction

Preventing performance regressions is a challenge for developers and operators. Performance regressions can arise at architecture, deployment or code level. Various tools such as profiling, benchmarking, load testing and monitoring are specialized to identify performance problems at one or more of these levels.

While these tools provide useful information, they suffer from two main problems, namely (1) They cannot efficiently detect small performance differences, since performance measurements are nondeterministic and measuring performance differences that are small in relation to the usual standard deviation of measurements is difficult and (2) they require manual effort for configuration and execution (profiling and monitoring) or for specification of execution scripts (benchmarking and load testing). Given these problems, small performance regressions are not found and may add up over time. Additionally, only highly relevant parts of programs are covered with benchmarks and load tests due to costs; therefore, issues in other parts of a program are not detected.

Our vision is that performance regressions, which are currently too small to be examined, can be found and understood by measuring transformed functional unit tests. To evaluate this vision, a Java-prototype of this vision will be implemented in the project PermanEnt (Performance assurance Efficiently integrated).

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: first, the approach pursued by PermanEnt is described. Next, its components—the CI-integration of the measurement, the accelerated root cause analysis, and the test generation—are sketched. Finally, related work is described and a summary is given.

2 Approach

To identify small regressions, small performance benchmarks that measure a large share of the code base of a software are needed. Developing those benchmarks is not feasible from a cost view. Therefore, we rely on the unit-test-assumption: “The performance of relevant use cases of a program correlates with the performance of at least a part of its unit tests, if the performance is not driven mainly by external factors.” [16]

Reusing unit tests for performance regression testing suffers from three main problems, namely (1) In contrast to functional correctness, the fulfillment of performance requirements cannot be assured by single executions since performance behavior is nondeterministic [2]. To overcome this, the same workload needs to be repeated, which is time-consuming. (2) While assertions allow developers to trace the reason of failures in functional unit tests, identifying root causes of performance regressions often requires manual experimentation and is therefore not feasible for small and frequent regressions. (3) Since the workloads of unit tests are non-parallel, the parallel performance of the program cannot be examined.

The research prototype PeASS (Performance Analysis of Software System Versions) [16] enables performance measurement of unit tests by transforming them to Performance Unit Tests (PUTs). Since the measurement process is time-consuming, PeASS relies on regression test selection [12].

While PeASS automates the performance measurement, the daily usage of unit tests for performance measurement is limited by: (1) the lack of an integration of performance measurement in CI processes, (2) the lack of a root cause analysis, which detects performance changes in a time which is reasonable for a reaction of the developer and (3) the lack of a method for identifying performance issues with parallel test execution. PermanEnt strives for solving these issues...
Once a performance regression is detected, the developer needs to know its root cause. Thereby, he can determine whether a performance regression is a problem which needs to be fixed or whether it is a necessary regression caused by, for example, a functional change. Root cause analysis (RCA) [4] identifies performance change causes by systematic measurement of the nodes of a call tree.

Figure 2 visualizes the following. First, the top-most level, here `foo`, is measured. If `foo()` gets slower, the child nodes in the next level, `bar()` and `doo()` are measured. Then, their child nodes are measured if each individual node got a regression until no changes are measured anymore. Then, the node(s) which contain a regression and have no child containing a regression are the root cause, here `fem()`. The measurement of the individual nodes can be done using Kieler application monitoring [17]. This process takes several hours per level. The measurement may add up to several days if the regression causing node is far from the root node, which is not feasible in everyday software development.

To speed the measurement up, we plan to answer the following research questions: (RQIII) Can the use of adaptive monitoring, i.e. reusing the same JVM and switching the monitored method, speed up the RCA? (RQIV) Can the measurement of partial call trees, i.e. measuring more than one level at a time, speed up the RCA?

Answering these questions using artificial workload is infeasible since different workloads use specific combinations of CPU, RAM and I/O access. Therefore, we will use known performance change causes from our industry partners. First, we will execute the regular RCA to determine the root causes and measurement duration. Second, we will attempt both approaches for speeding up RCA and check their duration and accuracy.

5 Test Generation

Using unit tests for performance measurement does not identify issues arising with parallel usage. Parallel unit test execution can detect some performance issues [9]. Therefore, we will research the question: (RQ V) Is it possible to identify performance changes by parallel execution of the same unit tests?

To research this question, we plan to use known performance regressions from industry partners which only occur during parallel usage. Then, we will generate parallel performance unit tests which reuse the same object instances. The generation will use call frequencies and orders from production monitoring data, and root cause analysis data to specifically reproduce behaviour that exposes performance problems. Based on the generated tests, we will research how the parallel execution of the same test methods can show these known performance regressions.
6 Related Work

Related work (1) identifies performance changes by continuous assertion, (2) identifies performance problems or (3) generates performance tests. In the following, these groups of related work will be described.

Maddodi et al. [8] give an overview about continuous performance assertion (1). This is done using models [10] or measurement of changes [7, 11, 15]. Domain-specific approaches like performance measurement scripts of the linux kernel [1], Raptor² for Firefox, and JMH³ for OpenJDK exist. Identifying performance problems (2) happens at architecture or code level. At architecture level, antipatterns are identified for example by combining models and measurement results [5]. Furthermore, analysis of monitoring data detects performance anomalies [3]. At code level, problems can be found by correlation with code patterns [14]. The generation of performance tests (3) includes generating probabilistic workloads by Markov4JMeter [6] and generating realistic load instances by analysis of behaviour data [13]. None of the methods identifies small performance regressions at code level. With PermanEnt, we close this gap.

7 Summary

We presented our vision of continuous performance assurance in software development processes by the reuse of unit tests. Our approach integrates the measurements in CI on regular basis by automatically determining the configuration and isolating the process from other processes on the machine, accelerates root cause analysis by reusing the same JVM or measuring more than one level at a time, and generates parallel performance tests. By this approach, we aim for identifying performance changes at the code level. Thereby, regressions which are currently not detectable or too time-intense to fix can be avoided.
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